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Soil moisture on 31 October 2020 (see back page for explanatory comments).
Notes on period to 31 October 2020
At the end of October soils across the UK are wet, and in many places close to saturation, meaning that
further heavy rainfall may cause surface water flooding.
Provisional data indicate that October was a very wet month with above average rainfall across the UK. Some
eastern parts of the UK may have had more than twice the monthly average.
Many sites saw a remarkable transition in soil moisture at the end of September and the start of October
caused by rainfall brought by storm Alex. In the south-east, some sites saw dramatic increases from below
normal to above normal soil moisture for the time of year (e.g. Hadlow and Writtle); increases were marked
but slightly less extreme elsewhere (e.g. Lullington).
Away from the south-east, sites that had been below normal for the time of year saw an increase to normal
conditions (e.g. Bunny Park and Riseholme), while sites that had started the month at conditions close to
normal saw soil moisture increase to well above normal for the time of year (e.g. Bickley Hall, Porton Down).
In northern England and Scotland many sites that started the month with normal levels of soil moisture for
the time of year saw these conditions maintained through the month (e.g. Hartwood Home, Easter Bush,
Cockle Park).
Soils are now wet, and in many places close to saturation, meaning that there is little capacity to hold more
water as winter approaches. Further heavy rainfall is therefore likely to result in surface water flooding.
Network News
 Telemetry faults at Cwm Garw, Gisburn Forest and Glenwherry.
 Sites at Chimney Meadows and Sheepdrove have now been recording data for seven years.
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